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Key Stage: 3 YEAR: 7 DURATION:  6 LESSONS 

Unit Aims: In this unit pupils will focus on how to use basic principles of attack and defence to plan strategies and tactics for badminton. Pupils will replicate 
the core skills necessary to outwit opponents with increasing pressure. To develop physical literacy. Pupil should begin to accurately score and officiate mini 
badminton games.   

Prior learning 
 
It is helpful if the pupils have: 

 Developed an understanding of simple 
outwitting net/court games. 

 Worked in a pair cooperatively.  
 Used and kept modified rules in similar 

net/court games or mini-versions of 
badminton.  

Language for learning 
 
Through the activities in this unit pupils will be 
able to understand, use and recall terminology 
relating to badminton.  
 
e.g. Body positioning, Service angle, flight of shuttle, 
angles, forehand, backhand, smash, overhead, drop 
shot,tactics, game plan, officiating/umpiring, 
adjustments/variations & anticipation. 

Resources 
 
 Rackets & shuttlecocks                                                                                          
 Nets + posts                                                                                       
 Cones 
 

Key Concepts and Processes: 

Outwitting an opponent 
Pupils will identify different areas of the court and 
be able to move between these areas using a 
variety of techniques. Pupils will understand how 
to outwit opponents using strategies and tactics 
during game play. Continual development and 
adaptation of the necessary skills will contribute to 
producing an improved performance. 

Developing Physical and Mental Capacity 
Develop the ability to perform sustained physical 
movements as part of a warm up and games 
situations. Use badminton concepts to develop 
observation skills on peer performances and 
individual techniques. To develop an improved 
mental capacity through understanding of the 
basic rules and questioning of game concepts. 

Development & Replication of Skills 
Pupils will develop the fundamental principles of 
play when replicating core skills and movement 
needed including; forehand, backhand, clear, 
serves, smashes and short/deep shots. Pupils will 
be expected perform these skills with accuracy 
and control. Technique will be further tested 
through its use in small sided games and 
assessed against expected learning outcomes.    

Making and Applying Decisions 
 

Pupils should be able to recognise the importance 
of responding to changing situations within the 
game to both attack and defend. Pupils will be 
constantly faced with strategic and tactical 
decisions based on movement of the shuttle into 
space and choice of skill execution.  
 

Making Informed Choices About Healthy, 
Active Lifestyle 

To understand the type of fitness components that 
badminton players need to perform at a high level. 
i.e. coordination, reaction time and agility. 
Highlight the possible health benefits gained from 
taking part in physically demanding activities and 
discuss the need to stay healthy and active 
throughout life.  

Evaluating and Improving 
 

To understand the concept of net/court games and 
make effective evaluations of strengths and 
weaknesses in performance. Appropriate 
questioning on teaching points of the skills and 
processes developed. Observation and peer 
assessment. Provide opportunities for pupils to 
assessment own performance and implement 
strategies for improvement.   

Scan these QR codes for information 

                                                                                                            
    Badminton Basics                        Overhead Clear                            Doubles/Singles Help sheet                               Serves  

 

Scheme of Work: Badminton 
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Progress & Assessment by Outcomes – Expected Learning Outcomes of the unit 

1.Anticipation & Coordination Skills (Physical Literacy Development) 
 
All pupils will: Demonstrate basic movement patterns to meet the shuttle with 
some control. Limited footwork can restrict shot selection. Physical literacy is 
in its early stages and can result in core skills lacking control and fluency.  
 
Most pupils will: Show a developing ability to read the flight of the shuttle and 
move into the necessary space to replicate chosen skills. Use different 
speeds and can maneuver/manipulate the shuttle into a number of different 
positions.  
 
Some pupils will: Control body movements and deliberately place their body 
into the correct position during competitive situations. Movements are well 
coordinated and are consistent making a significant impact on games 
played. 
 

2.Execution of core skills (forehand clear, backhand clear, serve and drop 
shot) 
 
All pupils will: Use basic techniques in a controlled situation and will only use 
the forehand to play a majority of shots. Perform these skills at a slower 
speed and will show intent in body preparation lacking only skill execution. 
 
Most pupils will: Mostly use the forehand shot but accurately replicates other 
core skills when needed. Can maintain a rally. Begin to understand 
importance of strategy and tactics when attacking. 
 
Some pupils will: Identify and replicate core skills needed and perform these 
fluently and quickly. Use more advanced variations of these skills with 
increased success often outwitting opposition. Control of the shuttle is 
consistent and shots are performed fairly quickly in response to opponents 
play. 
 

3.Outwitting Opponents in a competitive game situation 
 
All pupils will: Uses basic game strategy effectively and will react to 
opponent’s shots in a small sided game. Confidence, accuracy and 
consistent replication is evident in low pressure situations. Will often follow 
other pupil’s leads but occasionally will direct others. 
 
Most pupils will: Use a sound understanding of the principles of attack when 
planning their approaches to competitive games. Work effectively as a pair. 
Can use an improving range of skills and techniques together with accuracy 
to outwit an opponent. 
 
Some pupils will: Demonstrate a sound level of tactical awareness and can 
respond to changing situations by changing and refining their stroke 
selection.  Identify the main aspects of a good performance, recognise 
weaknesses and suggest how a performance could be improved.  
 

4. Developing an understanding of warm ups and basic rules 
 
All pupils will: Understand why activity is good for health and fitness. 
Demonstrate a basic knowledge of simple rules of the game and recognises 
errors during a game.  
 
Most pupils will: Explain in simple terms the physical effects of exercise on 
their body and the importance of preparing for exercise safely. Can help 
others with the understanding of rules and terminology.   
 
 
Some pupils will: Conduct a suitable warm up and explain why exercise is 
good for health and a sustainable life. Show a good understanding of game 
rules and can adapt them for varying conditioned situation.  
 
 

Other Links: Physical Literacy Skills (Agility, Speed, Coordination, Reaction 
Time, Body management skills and confidence), Numeracy Skills (Counting 
and Scoring), Citizenship (sportsmanship), Computing (Video Recording and 
Analysing, use of ICT) 

 Personal, Learning and Thinking Skills (PLTS):  
 Creative thinkers  
 Reflective learners  
 Team workers 
 Effective participants 
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Week 
 

Learning objectives 
 

Suggested lesson tasks/activity ideas 
 

Differentiation/ Personalised 
Learning/Assessment Tools 

1 
 

 
 
 

Introduce the grip and ready position 

To be able to demonstrate & use the correct 
grip. To be able to recognise the flight of the 
shuttle and to be able to contact the shuttle with 
the face of the racket from a ready position. 
To understand the different lines and areas on 
the court and be able to move around between 
them quickly.  

Warm up – Highlight court lines. Pupils to run to lines when called out. 
Forfeits for last to the line. Pairs; demo grip and ready position (See 
‘badminton basics’ QR code). Teaching points; Shake hands, V of 
hand down side of racket, Wrist movement, side on racket up ready, 
on toes. Shuttle keepy uppy. Keep your eyes on the shuttle. Relax 
your wrist. Aim to land the shuttle in the centre of the racket face. 
Progression; backhand, spin round 360 degrees. 1-1 maintain a rally. 
Singles basic games-1v1 half court competition- use basic rules of 
badminton & scoring. 

Increase/decrease the speed of line 
calls. Mid-lesson plenaries check – 
Recap technical points of grip and 
stance? Why is anticipation 
important? What information can you 
use to judge shuttle flight? What 
decisions are you forced to make in 
a games situation?  
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Introduce the underarm clear 

To perform and replicate underarm clear with 
control and coordination. To understand when 
best to use underarm clear. To develop the skill 
of outwitting an opponent using a combination of 
shots.  

Paired warm up – pupils to move along net using a side step motion 
throwing shuttle backwards and forwards. Progress to use of rackets. 
Underarm clear-discuss when it would be used? When shuttle drops 
below head. T.P’s – eye on shuttle, judge flight and position body 
close. Singles games - half court competition. Pupils to accurately 
score their match. Serve to start from service line. 

Appropriate pairings for warm up 
task. Mid-lesson plenaries check – 
Recap teaching points for underarm 
clear? When should it be used? 
Identify variations and discuss use in 
games. 
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Introduce the overhead clear 

To perform and replicate overhead clear with 
control and fluency. To begin to outwit 
opponents with movement of the shuttle. To 
understand court markings and basic scoring.   

Paired warm up – throw shuttle over net, partner to catch if possible 
and throw back. Progress to competition – 1 point for getting shuttle to 
touch the ground. Recap underarm clear in warm up. Demo forehand 
overhead clear. Teaching points; focus on contact point with shuttle, 
aim towards flight of shuttle with non-racket hand. Snap wrist on 
contact, high arc of shuttle (QR code) 1 vs 1 – emphasis on aiming for 
backcourt area. Singles half court competition. Discuss basic rules, 
court markings & scoring.  

Increase/decrease speed of 
movement ability dependent. Mid-
lesson plenaries check – recap 
teaching points. Can pupil explain 
badminton scoring system? i.e. 
winning points and gaining serve. 
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Introduce the drop shot 

To be able to outwit opponents using simple 
drop shot. To understand the importance of 
movement and shuttle placement in order to 
attack. To begin to develop strategic and tactical 
play during a rally.  

Warm up – Pairs recap previously learnt skills – overhead/underarm 
clear over a net as a cooperative rally. Count number of consecutive 
hits. Drop shot, pairs. 1-1 – front area of court is the playing area. 
Drop shot rally. Teaching points; deception, low over net & use of 
angles. Discuss tactics - Now allow use of overhead clear to force 
opponent backwards and follow up with drop shot to control rally. 
Singles games half court competition - king of the court. 

Reduce working area to challenge 
the able. Mid-lesson plenaries check 
– Demo successful & unsuccessful 
drop shots – identify reasons? How 
can a drop shot be used to win a 
rally?  
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Basic underarm service + court lines 

To accurately replicate a serving technique. To 
be able to strike the shuttle consistently with 
enough height and weight to carry the net. To 
begin to score & officiate a competitive doubles 
game using the correct court markings. 
 

 

Warm up – Highlight doubles court lines. Pupils to run to lines when 
called out. Use a variety of modes of movement. Recap all prior 
learning during a 2 minute badminton skill based warm up rally. 
Brainstorm badminton tactics. Teaching points; court dimensions 
(remember ‘short & fat’ = doubles – see QR Code). Pairs - practice 
under arm serve (See ‘serves’ QR code) Progress to doubles games. 
Discuss the difference in court markings and positioning (1 front and 1 
covering the back of the court). 

Limit size of warm up working area + 
isolate 1 shot only for more able as a 
challenge. Mid-lesson plenaries 
check – highlight why positioning on 
the court is key. Doubles court 
markings? What is the role/job of 
backcourt and frontcourt players?      
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Outwitting Opponents in a competitive game 
situation  

To demonstrate the ability to outwit an opponent 
in a game situation using the appropriate skills 
and techniques. To identify strengths and 
weaknesses when playing & adapt strategies 
where necessary. To demonstrate a variety of 
tactics based on the movements of others. 

Warm up – 4’s student led-progressive pulse raiser and dynamic 
stretches. Recap prior learning in a 3 minute warm up rally. Play and 
perform clears and drop shots using the correct technique. Organise 
class tournament to allow all pupils to demonstrate learning against 
outcomes. (King of the court-3 minute games, winners move up and 
losers go down a court) Pupils to officiate and score doubles matches.  

Group pupils up according to 
ability/fitness level. Mid-lesson 
plenaries check – discuss ways to 
beat an opposition? Which ones 
were successful? If you were to play 
again what would you do different? 

 


